South Fork Nooksack River Watershed Planning

Interest Group Input
July-August 2016
In the Summer of 2016, outreach for the watershed planning began by contacting individuals
and groups in each of the seven sectors (i.e. “interest groups”), sharing information about the
planning process, and gathering information about goals, concerns, and ideas. Input from each
Interest Group is summarized below…
Questions:
1. What are the goals you have for your business/property?
2. What are your greatest concerns about your farm business/property)?
3. What ideas do you have for how to resolve those concerns – both for you, and for others
our community?
4. What information would we need to move forward?

FISH INTERESTS
Group Meeting on 6-17-16, plus one-on-one interviews
Goals








Seek win-win solutions.
Go for a net gain for salmon.
Keep in mind all life stages and life history requirements.
Make sure your projects address all salmon, not just Chinook.
Be aware of projects that preclude habitat restoration for salmon.
Restore properly functioning habitat conditions and ecosystem processes for the SF.
Meet habitat targets identified in the Chinook MAMP.
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Ideas
 Incorporate WRIA 1 project list
 Share what we learn at a South Fork scale with the Salmon Staff Team so they can be
more effective in their education and outreach efforts at a watershed scale.
 Increase efficiency in landowner outreach – avoid multiple contacts.
 Make sure you go through the prioritization process and include steelhead.
 The pilot project should be of high value
Concerns
 How will we get at the temperature concerns?
 Make sure the roles and representation of participants is well defined.
 Lummi coordination at a policy level is important. Also, make sure we consider the
water settlement.
 You need to think through how to balance the needs.
 Separate this work from the water settlement initiative

AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS
Group Meeting held 7-19-16, plus one-on-one interviews
Goals







Ideas






Stay in business
Keep land/buy land
Quantify and secure water rights
Maintain soil fertility
Big Chinook come back to South Fork
People understand and respect farming
Understanding leads to common goals
Transfer of water rights, opportunities more than just annually
Quantify water rights
PDR – protect farmland in perpetuity
Find places for flood water storage
Increase awareness that “all movement outside the river is not hazardous, it is
necessary” – common goals between climate and farming

Concerns
 Not enough water as temperatures rise – insecure/non-existent water rights
 Shorter growing season than other parts of the County
 Fluctuating dairy prices
 No place for water to spread out, no storage in the flood plain
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Soil loss due to avulsion
Risk of log jam projects going wrong
Access to flood plain
Kids understanding the work of agriculture, connecting to land.
Misconceptions about dairy farming – “why would we pollute our land if that is where
our livelihood is coming from?”

RECREATION/SMALL BUSINESS INTERESTS
Group Meeting on 8-31-16
Goals










Minimize nonpoint pollution – agriculture and highway runoff
Provide access to river and opportunities to swim and fish with parking
Places to walk – trails and roads
Safe, sustainable, well managed recreation
Keep tourism in mind – important tax source
Identify good, non-motor trail access and parking, where desired and appropriate
Equestrian center – large, main access point, jump off point for horse trail
Consider what is really needed to protect endangered fish. Decide if we can really do it
or not.
Get the South Fork Park open and operational

Concerns
 Bringing outside people into the valley recreate – safety issues for residents
 Loss of access to river
 Theft at trail heads
 Fire
 Lack of Parks’ interest for river access
 Competing agency interests
 Conflicts over use and fish recovery
 “Open space” that does not allow public access designation
 No “recreation” constituency
o Need public coherence
o More public information about meetings
 Limited capacity for extra people – facilities
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Ideas






Build bicycle corridors – Follow the pipeline and extend Hillside Rd to Acme
Better planned river access points
County needs a swimming pool and access to water recreation
Community plan that assumes a “load limit”
Reduce speed limit on Hwy 9 – to limit traffic

LARGE FOREST LANDOWNER INTERESTS
Group Meeting on 7-28-16
Goals








Reduce regulatory burden – incentive based systems
Increase or maintain long term value
Continued yield – no net loss of working forest
Public understanding
Recognition of investment
Economic viability
Safe/appropriate recreation

Information
 Data: can provide ownership, L&I, economics, jobs
 Fish recovery efforts – How are habitat and hatchery efforts working; What are plans for
ELJs?
 Slope stability analyses – What is being looked at? Is it good science?
 Monitoring results of restoration – Are habitat improvements resulting in more fish?
Practices
 Forest management plans
 TFW
 HCP
 CCAA
 RMAPS
 SFI
 Replanting – site specific
 Herbicide, slash, PCT, CT, harvest, planting (variety of species)
Concerns
 Lack of mill infrastructure
 Viable workforce (wages, equip/funding, L&I, Visas for replanting)
 Condition of bridges
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Ideas






Federal timber sales
Forest fires
Disease/invasive plants
Changes in market
Neighbor issues and conflicts
State funding for small forest landowners
L&I insurance policy changes
Federal land – reduce harvest restrictions
Education of new/current landowners about adjacent forest management
Incentives/compensation for large forest landowner contribution to environment and
public good

SMALL FOREST LANDOWNER INTERESTS
Group meeting on 7-28-16
Goals





Take care of forest
Make money
Pass down land to my family
Be able to make community voice

Information
 How would the plan be implemented?
 Accountability
 Results from salmon investments
 Does Whatcom Land Trust pay taxes?
Concerns
 Spread of root rot
 Duplicating effort (WRIA)
 Increased regulation either/or lack of teeth
 Loss/infringement of my rights/no control
 “who is in charge, what is their agenda…”
 Money = strings attached
 Tribe and Whatcom Land Trust involvement in South Fork
 Skepticism – integrity of process
 Waste of time, money and nothing gets done
 Timber industry doesn’t want to do “more compromising” (Aubrey)
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Ideas






“Not seeing eye to eye” with Tribe
Too much bureaucracy and rules.
Lack of access to decision makers/politicos
Need more common vision, holistic plan, and free flow of information

Information – maps, information, techniques, Nesset stream data
Impact  rules
Hold “leaders” (agency staff/rule writers) accountable
Need to make public officials (elected officials and regulators) aware of what the real
situation is on the ground.
Instead of having things  done unto us   have genuine influence/power (access to
resources and decision making)

TRANSPORTATION AND UTILITIES INTERESTS
One-on-one Interviews July – August 2016
Goals
 Meet state safety and transportation expectations for Highway 9
 Maintain safe and reliable pipeline services
Concerns
 Strand Road narrow pavement and problems with trucks
 People are not well informed about the pipeline
 Landowner activities, especially excavations
 Maintain access to pipeline
 In-channel work that might change flow characteristics or channel configuration
resulting in potential exposure of the pipeline
Ideas
 Work with County staff to discuss needs for better access to the river near Acme and
parking needs in Van Zandt
 Work with County staff and tribes regarding WSDOT’s need to mitigate for projects
 Over time there may be a need to widen shoulders and address settling of the road
surface and prism
 Riparian plantings can be allowed within the Pipeline easement with the following
restrictions:
o Shrubs are allowed within five feet of each side of the pipeline.
o Trees over 15 feet need to be kept 15 from the pipeline.
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Information/Questions
 A Corridor Sketch Initiative is in the works that will examine the needs of Highway 9
corridor from Sedro Woolley to Deming
 Traffic volumes lower than many state highways ~ 2000 vehicles per day
 Trucks a little higher than average: 18-20% of traffic
 Location of the Pipeline crossing is just south of Mosquito Lake Road
AGENCY/TRIBAL INTERESTS
One-on-one Interviews July – August 2016
Goals
 Reduce near-term flood damages to public and private resources while reducing or
avoiding the need to install or maintain hardened flood infrastructure in the future.
 Provide near-term instream habitat structure to provide critical functions while habitat
forming and maintaining processes recover.
 Maintain viable agriculture in the valley including maintaining access for agricultural
uses of public and nonprofit ownerships so that we are not forced to choose between
salmon recovery and agriculture on parcels key to recovery efforts.
 Need an agreed set of strategies. Address mistrust between parties.
 Use the South Fork process as an entry point for establishing a landscape view of
conditions, a technical process.
Concerns
 Limitations on or the inability to restore in-stream and floodplain processes
 Challenges in achieving consensus on a plan and actions
 Ability to address land-use “legacy” effects
 Short timeframe for planning process
 The river is changing (incising) faster than County staff thought
 There are lots of different points of view in the watershed. Who speaks for whom?
Ideas
 The COB pipeline will stay where it is and shows no evidence of scour. The revetment
for pipeline is not needed and can be removed if necessary.
 The County needs support for things that are needed for flood management
 The Floodplains by Design grant process could be useful
 Need a functional workgroup like the SWIF process
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